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there are plenty of linux distributions out there which are also great, which is why i say xandros sucks. i've
used suse, slackware, debian, and more recently, and i am not a big debian fan, just a debian hater. i like
command lines and i like command line packages which are not part of a gui. i like to get things done on a

command line and when things are not going right, i like to get out a the command line and work things out.
so, xandros sucks for me because it installs a large amount of software, a lot of packages, in a gui. i can't find

what i installed, i can't find what i want to use, so i keep asking myself, "was i stupid?" no, i was not stupid,
xandros got me, it got all of my stuff, it got my credit card number, and it got my password. now i am afraid to

login and i am afraid of what might happen if i do. after reading this forum and comparing xandros to other
distros, i don't have a lot of faith in my new system. for the record i am a graduate of the united states

merchant marine academy. i have been, for the past 4 years, a nuclear weapons engineer for the us navy
(lead engineer). i have direct access to top secret information. i have been trained and conditioned to defend

this information 24 hours a day 7 days a week 365 days a year. i have never given this information to a
foreign country. while at sea, i trained to be proficient in 10 different languages, 5 of which were strategic

military objectives. xandros 41 has a very nice gui desktop, almost makes me feel like i could use it, however.
this is my first review.. xandros is a distro (linux for dos people). just install it and run in dos emulation. it

includes a dos boot disk image. xandros, gijs.
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xandros will host a birds-of-a-feather session on using standard java platform, enterprise edition (java ee)
technologies to maximize maintainability on application stores projects at the sun javaone conference,

moscone center, san francisco, june 2, 2009. although it isnt perfect, xandros is a really nice distribution. it
has great support for multimedia applications and comes with everything you would expect from a distribution
of this caliber. it is also pretty darn stable. so, i decided to create this article about xandros just in case any of
my readers are having issues. you know, i wish i could write a review about xandros, but i have to be honest, i

am completely new to linux and can only try things out, but i can tell you that i was a little surprised to find
out that xandros has a nice setup menu for just about any type of hardware you can think of. the first source is
xandros website. if you do a search for your hardware on the xandros website, you should get a list of drivers
and other software you need. it may even have a link to the linux drivers for that hardware. the second source
is linux kernel. just search for your hardware on the linux kernel site, and you should find the linux kernel for

your architecture. sometimes the kernel can be found on the xandros website, sometimes it can be found on a
linux distribution site. the third source is xandros developers. if you use a linux distribution other than

xandros, your probably familiar with this source. the xandros developers will be able to tell you what drivers
you need, and maybe even put them on the xandros website for you. 5ec8ef588b
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